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Section 1: Introduction. 
If sand r denote integers ~ 0 with s~r. then it is easy to show by means 
of Stirling's formula that the function 
(z) = T(z-a1 ) T(z-a2 ) ••• T(z-a8 ) 
(1) g T(z-eo)T(z-er) ... T(z-e,)' 
where av ... , a., eo, ... , e. are independent of z, possesses for large izl in 
the sector 
-:n:+ E< arg z<:n:- E, when E>O, 
an asymptotic expansion of 1Jle form 
(2) 
Here M denotes an arbritrary integer ~ 0 independent of z and 
o.=r+ 1-s > 0; f3=a1 + ... +a.-e0 - ••• -e.+ is- tr. 
Mr. T. D. RINEY 1) has found a recurrence relation between tlie co-
efficients em in the case that the numbers e0 , ev ... , e, are distinct. In 
that case the rational function 
(3) "P (z) = (z-ar) (z-a2 ) ••• (z-a8 ) (z-eo) (z -er) ... (z-e,) 
possesses a partial fraction expansion of the form 
(4) "''(z) = ! D(e) 
Q z-e 
extended over the poles e of 1p(z); the numerators D(e) are constant. Put 
for each positive integer h, for a> 0 and for each b 
(5) _ ""D( T(ae+b+h-1). p(h,a,b,1p)-a;- e) T(ae+b) , 
1) T. D. RINEY, On the coefficients in asymptotic factorial expansions, Procee. 
dings of the American Mathematical Society, 1956. 
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this notation indicates that the number p depends on h, a, b and upon 
the choice of the function 1p(z) which has the partial fraction expansion 
(4). The recurrence relation between the coefficients em obtained by Mr. 
T. D. Riney can be written in the form 
(6) 
I m-1 
c.,.=- --;x:j:l .L c.,.p(m+ 1 +£X-n, IX, f3+n, 1p). 
mrx n~o 
In a similar way we shall find, if s~r and if :the numbers e0 , ••• , e, 
are distinct, 
M-1 
(7) (g(z))-1=1X-""{ L YmF(£Xz+{3-m)+0 (F(£Xz+{3-M)) }. 
m~o 
The coefficients Ym satisfy the recurrence relation 
(8) 
I m-1 
Ym= --;x:j:l L y,.q(m+1+£X-n,£X,{3+n,1p), 
mrx n~o 
where 
(9) "' T(ae+b) q(h, a, b, 1p)=a ~D(e) T(I+ae+b-h)" 
e 
As I have already remarked, Mr. T. D. Riney has deduced his recurrence 
relation (6) under the assumption that the numbers eo, ev ... ,e. are distinct. 
He notices however that this condition involves no real loss of generality, 
since the result, obtained in the case that eo, e1, ... , e. are distinct, yields, 
by passage to the limit as two or more e values tend to equality, the 
corresponding result for the case that the numbers e0 , ev ... , e, are not 
all distinct. In other words: if the numbers e0 , e1, ... , e, are not all distinct, 
then the recurrence relation (6) remains true, if we replace each coefficient 
by the corresponding limit. That is true, but the calculation of this limit 
is so difficult, that I prefer to treat this case in a direct way. To that end 
I put 
cp1(v,h)=1 and cpk(v,h)= .L {(v+n1 -1) (v+n2 -1) ... (v+nk_ 1 -1)}-1 
O<n1 <nz< ... <nk-l <h 
for each integer k ~ 2. If we allow the case that two or more numbers e 
are equal, we find for the function 1p(z) defined in (3) a partial fraction 
expansion of the form 
"' D(e,k) 
1p(Z)= ~ (z-e)k' 
e.k 
extended over the poles of 1p(z), and over positive integers k which are 
at most equal to the multiplicity of the pole e· Now I put for each positive 
integer h, for a> 0 and for each b 
(10) h _ "' k -~. h T(ae+b+h-I) p( , a, b, 1p)- ~a D(e, k) '~'dae+b, ) T( +b) 
e.k ae 
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and 
In the special case that the numbers e0 , e1, ..• , e. are distinct, these 
formulas assume the form indicated in (5) and (9). 
Not only in the case that the numbers e0, e1, ... , e. are distinct, but 
also in the case that two or more e values are equal, the functions g(z) 
and (g(z))-1 possess the 'asymptotic expansions (2) and (7}, where the 
coefficients c and Ym satisfy form;:;; l the recurrence relations (6) and (8}. 
As an example I consider the function g2(z), where g(z) is defined by 
(1), where s;;;;;,r and where the numbers e0, ••• , e. are supposed to be distinct. 
Then 1p2(z) ,where 1p(z) is defined by (3) has the partial fraction expansion 
1J!2 (z) = ~ D 2(e) + ~ E(e) 
e (z-e)2 e z-e' 
where the sums are extended over the numbers e0, e1, ... , e. and where 
D(e) has the same value as in (4}, namely 
whereas 
D( )= (e-al)(e-a2) ... (e-a,) e • , 
n (e-eh) 
h=O 
IIA*II 
if e is equal to at least one of the numbers a1, a2, ••• , a., then the right 
hand side denotes zero. The formulas (10) and (ll) yield 
(h b 2)- 2~D2()F(ae+b+h-!)h~l I + P 'a, '1J! -a f e F(ae+b) n~l ae+b+n-1 
+a~ E( ) F(ae+b+h-!) 
£.. e F(ae+b) 
11 
and 
(h b 2)- 2 ~ D2( ) F(ae+b) h~l I q 'a, '1J! --a f e F(!+ae+b-h)n~l -ae-b+n + 
~ F(ae+b) 
+a £.-E(e) F(I+ae+b-h) · 
e 
Application of the above results obtained in (2) and (7) gives 
g2(z)=cx''"~ =~: F(lu:P+m) + 0 (r(~z:P+M))~ 
and 
M-1 
g- 2 (z)=cx-""{ ~ymF(cxz+,8-m)+0 (F(cxz+,8-M))}, 
m=O 
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where 
IX= 2r+ 2- 2s; (3= 2(a1 + ... +a.)- 2 (e0 + ... +e,) +s-r-i, 
where the coefficients em and Ym satisfy form~ l the recurrence relations 
and 
The proof given by Mr. T. D. Riney for the recurrence relation between 
the coefficients em is based on the fact that the function g(z) satisfies the 
functional equation 
g(z+l) = (z-a1 ) ••• (z-a.) = LD(e) 
g(z) (z-e 0 ) ••• (z~er) e z-e· 
This functional equation does not imply that g(z) possesses an asymptotic 
expansion of the form (2), since the functional equation remains true if 
g(z) is multiplied by a periodic function with period l. In order to define · 
by means of the functional equation the function g(z), apart from a 
constant factor, we must add a certain condition of smoothness at infinity. 
In this paper I choose the condition that there exist three numbers ~, f.l 
and v with the following property: if z is variable in such a way that 
Im z remains constant and that Rez approaches infinity, then 
g(z) e-"· z-pz-v 
ends to a finite limit L # 0 which is independent of the constant number 
Im z. Then the function g(z) is defined, apart from a constant factor, 
by this condition of smoothness and by the given functional equation. 
In this paper I treat the following general problem. Suppose that a 
function f(z), defined in a sector 
-:n+ E< arg Z<:n- E, 
where E> 0, satisfies the condition of smoothness formulated above and 
assume that t<;~)l) possesses in that sector for large jzj an asymptotic 
expansion of the form 
(12) f(z+l) f(Z) "' '1/'o(z) + "1'1 (z) + ... , 
where 1p0(z), 1p1(z), ... denote rational functions of z which tend to zero as 
jzj approaches infinity. We shall see that the functions f(z) and (f(z))-1 
possess asymptotic expansions similar to those obtained in (2) and (7) 
and that it is possible to find recurrence relations between the coefficients 
occurring in those asymptotic expansions. 
Let iXh denote the degree of the denominator of the rational function 
1p,.(z) minus the degree of the numerator of that function. That the right 
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hand side of (I2) represents for large JzJ an asymptotic expansion, means 
that either the number of terms occurring on that side is finite or l)(.h tends 
to infinity for h--7>-=. ·without loss of generality we may suppose 1)(.0 < 
1)(.1 < 1)(.2 < ... , for otherwise· we have only to rearrange the terms and to 
take, if necessary, some terms· together. 
For the sake of simplicity I write 1)(. instead of 1)(.0 • By hypothesis 1p0(z) 
tends for JzJ--7>-= to zero, so that /)(.> 0. 
We have 
A B ( 1 ) 
'lfo(z) = ;l + z<>+I + 0 zc.:+2 ' 
where A =1= 0 and B deno~e suitable chosen numbers independent of z. 
If the right hand side of (I2) contains more than one term, then 
'lf1(z) = ~~ + ... , 
. Z"'l 
where A1 =1= 0 denotes a suitable chosen number independent of z. 
In section 2 we shall find for each function f(z) which satisfies in the 
sector -n+ E< arg z<n- E for large JzJ condition (I2) and also the con-
dition of smoothness formulated above, asymptotic expansions of the 
form 
(I3) 
and 
M-1 
(I4) (f(z))- 1 =A-•I)(.-"" { LYmr(l)(.z+P-m)+O (F(I)(.z+P-M))}. 
m~o 
Here 
(I5) 
if the right hand side of (I2) contains only the term 1p0(z) and also if 
1)(.1 > 1)(. + I; if however the right hand. side of ( I2) contains more than one 
term and 1)(.1 =!)(.+I, then 
(I6) 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the coefficients em and Ym 
occurring in (I3) and (I4) satisfy for each positive integer m the recurrence 
relations 
(I7) 
and 
(IS) l 
1 m-1 
Ym= mAo.:<>+l n~O 
y,.{q(m+ I +1)(.-n,l)(.,p+n,'lfo)+q(m+ I +1)(.-n,l)(., P+n,1p1) + ... }. 
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In these two formulas 
p(m+1+£X-n, £X, f3+n, tp1) and q(m+1+£X-n, £X, f3+n, tp1) 
are equal to zero if £X1 > m- n +£X+ 1; the terms p(m + 1 +£X- n, £X, f3 + n, tp2) 
and q(m+1+£X-n, £X, f3+n, tp2) are equal to zero if £X2 >m-n+£X+1 and 
so on, so that in the two formulas the coefficients of c,. andy,. are sums of 
a finite number of terms. 
Section 2: Proof that the functions f(z) and {f(z)}-1 possess asymptotic 
expansions of the required form (13) and (14). 
We have assumed that f(z) possesses in the sector- n + E < arg z < n- E 
for large jzj the property 
(19) j(z+1) A B' ( 1 ) f[Z) = z;i + z<>+l + 0 z<>+2 ' 
where A*O. We have' 
B'=B, 
if the right hand side of (12) consists of only one term and also if the 
right hand side of (12) consists of more than one term and £X1 >£X+ l. If 
however the right hand side of (12) consists of more than one term and 
£X1 =£X+ 1, then 
B'=B+A1• 
The number f3 defined in (15) and (16) has therefore the property 
(20) B' t£X+ A =!-{3, 
We s!J.all now prove, using (19) and the fact that f(z) satisfies the condition 
of smoothness formulated in the introduction, that f(z) and {/(z)}-1 
possess asymptotic expansions of the required form. It follows from (19) 
that 
)
-logf(z+1)-logf(z)= -£X.logz+logA+log(1+ !: +O(M) 
(21) B' 1 
= -tx log z+log A+ Az + 0 (z-2)• 
Furthermore 
(z + 1) log (z + 1) - z log z = (z + 1) ~ log z + ~ - 2~2 + 0 (M ~ - z log z 
1 1 (1) =log z + 1- - + - + 0 -2z z z2 ' 
so that 
(22) log z= (z+ 1) log (z+ 1) -z log z-1- ~ + 0 (M· 
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Substituting this result in (2I) we obtain 
log f( z + I) - log f( z) = - £X {( z + I) log ( z + I) - z log z} + £X + log A 
(23) +-+--+0-( o.: B') I (I) 2 A z z2 ' 
where 
(24) ~=log (z+ I) -log z+O (M· 
Thus we see that the function 
( o.: B') F(z)=logf(z)+£Xzlogz-(£X+logA)z- 2 + A logz 
satisfies the relation 
F(z+ I) -F(z) = 0 (M, 
so that for suitably chosen K and for sufficiently large I zj 
jF(z+ I)-F(z)j ~ K jzj-2. 
Replacing z by z+n-I, where n denotes a positive integer, we find 
jF(z+n)-F(z+n-I)j ~ Kjz+n-Ij-2, 
so that the series 
00 ! {F(z+n)- F(z+n-1)} 
,_1 
converges. That means that F(z+n) tends to a finite limit las the positive 
integer n approaches infinity. For the proof it is necessary to show that 
this limit l is independent of z. It is sufficient to show that l=log L, 
where L denotes the limit occuring in the condition of smoothness. We 
know that 
. (o.: F) (25) logf(z+n) +£X(z+n) log (z+n)- (£X+logA) (z+n)- 2 + A log (z+n) 
tends to the finite limit l, as the positive integer n approaches infinity. 
According to the condition of smoothness applied on f(z) 
.. 
(26) log f(z+n)-f.l(z+n) log (z+n)-x(z+n)-v log (z+n) 
tends to the finite limit log L. That is only possible if 
o.: B' 
x=£X+log A and v= 2 +A, 
so that the two functions (25) and (26) are the same. Consequently 
l=log L. The formula 
" F(z+n)-F(z)= ! {F(z+h)-F(z+h-I)} 
h-1 
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gives therefore 
00 
log L-F(z)= L {F(z+h)-F(z+h-1)}. 
h=l 
The remainder terms on the right hand sides of (21), (22), (23) and (24) 
possess asymptotic expansions according to ascending powers of 1/z with 
integral exponents ~ 2. Consequently F(z + 1)- F(z) also possesses such 
an asymptotic expansion, which means that this function has an asymp-
totic expansion of the form 
F(z+ 1)- F(z) ~ 01 (z~ 1 - D +02((z~ 1)2- ~) + ··· · 
In this way we find for each positive integer h 
F(z+h) -F(z+h- I)~ ol(z~h- z+~-1) +02((z~h)2- (z+;-1)2) + ... 
hence 
!{F(z+h)-F(z+h--1)}~- a1 - a;- a;+ ... , 
h=l z z z 
consequently 
) log /(z) + .xz log z- (.x+log A)z- (i + ~')log z = (27) al 02 
=F(z) ~logL+- + 2 + ... z z 
It follows from Stirling's formula that 
(28) log F(.xz+ {3)- (.x z+ {3- !) log (.xz+ {3) + (.x z+ {3) 
possesses an asymptotic expansion according to ascending powers of 
az ~ f3 with integral exponents ~ 0. That function also possesses therefore 
.. an asymptotic expansion according to ascending powers of 1/z with 
integral exponents ~0. The sum of the last two terms in (28) can be 
written as 
- (.xz+{J- !) (log.xz+log ( 1 + !z)) + (.xz+{J) = 
= - .x z log z + ( 1 -log .x) .x z + ( l- {3) log z + ... , 
where the dots represent a power series in 1/z. Combining this result 
with (27) and adding we find by (20) for the function 
log f(z) +log F(.x z+ {3)- (log A+ .x log .x) z 
an asymptotic expansion according to ascending powers of 1/z with 
integral exponents ~ 0. That means that the two functions 
H(z)=f(z)F(rxz+fll and (H(z))-l= A•rx"" 
A•rx"" f(z)F(rxz+fl) 
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possess also asymptotic expansions according to ascending powers of 1jz 
with integral exponents ~ 0 and that in both these expansions the constant 
term is i= 0. We can choose therefore the constant c0 i= 0 such that 
then we can choose the constant c1 such that 
H(z)=co+ ~zc~p +O(M' 
and so on. In this way we find for H(z) an asymptotic expansion of the 
form 
H( ) cl c2 
z t':l Co+ ~z+P + (~z+P) (~z+P+I) + ... ' 
which gives the required expansion (13). In the same way we find for 
(H(z))-1 an asymptotic expansion of the form 
(H(z))- 1 t':) Yo+ ~z-:JJ-1 + <~z+P-Ir(~z+P-2) + ... ' 
which yields the required expansion (14). 
This completes the proof. 
(To be continued) 
